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Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a other experience and feat by spending more cash. yet
when? do you consent that you require to acquire those all needs when having significantly cash?
Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you
to understand even more re the globe, experience, some places, subsequently history, amusement,
and a lot more?
It is your no question own get older to operate reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could
enjoy now is An Elsa Beskow Gift Collection Peter In Blueberry below.

The Christmas Angels - Else Wenz-Vietor 2008
It's Christmas Eve, and most people are safely
tucked up in their beds. But the Christmas
angels know who needs their help on this holy
night, and are ready to fly down to help the lost,
lonely and weary. Small children will love the
row of cut-out angel heads which reveal the
features of each little angel in turn. This is a
beautiful and inspiring picture book which sings
of the message of Christmas loving kindness
from every page.
The Curious Fish - Elsa Beskow 2021-03-25
The Impossible Voyage of Kon-Tiki - Deborah
Kogan Ray 2018-03-29
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Combining
history with culture, the ocean with exploration,
and risk with triumph—this rich offering is the
only picture book account of Thor Heyerdahl's
world-famous Kon-Tiki expedition, during which
he sailed a raft 5,000 miles from the coast of
South America to the islands of the South
Pacific. Author Deborah Kogan Ray clearly and
succinctly sets up how Norwegian
anthropologist Heyerdahl became convinced
that ancient Peruvians arrived in the South
Pacific via raft, why he wanted to re-create the
voyage, and how he planned for it. She uses
primary-source quotations on each spread to
shore up the factual history of the events
portrayed in the book. Her illustrations add
emotion to this harrowing journey. From the
Hardcover edition.
The Sun Egg - Elsa Beskow 2021-01-07
A mysterious orange egg has fallen into the
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woods. "It's a sun egg!" declares the elf who
finds it nestled on the forest floor. Soon she and
her friends discover what it really is; but not
before the sun egg is lost and little elf begins a
wonderful adventure.This is a delightful story for
young children about imagination and discovery
from the world-renowned Swedish author-illustrator Elsa Beskow.This wonderful new
edition of The Sun Egg faithfully reproduces
Beskow's classic illustrations in a collectable
picture book featuring a unique hand-crafted
design, premium-quality paper, gold foil
signature and a luxurious cloth spine. Create an
Elsa Beskow library by collecting all of the
gorgeous new editions.
3 by Shakespeare - William Shakespeare
2006-02-10
Comedy, tragedy, and history are masterfully
represented in this anthology of Shakespeare's
works. Features A Midsummer Night's Dream, a
celebration of the imaginative powers of love;
Romeo and Juliet, a gripping and passionate
romantic drama; and Richard III, a portrait of a
villain who seduces, betrays, and murders his
way to the throne. Includes informative
footnotes.
Peter's Old House - Elsa Beskow 2021-02-25
A collectable new edition of the classic Elsa
Beskow picture book with a cloth spine.
Peter in Blueberry Land - Elsa Beskow
2022-03-17
Peter is searching for berries for his mother's
birthday but he can't find a single one! Then a
light tap on his shoe begins a strange and
magical adventure steering bark boats, riding
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brown mice and swinging on spider webs with
his new friends, the playful blueberry and
cranberry children. Peter in Blueberry Land is of
the best-known books from world-renowned
Swedish author--illustrator Elsa Beskow. This
wonderful new edition faithfully reproduces
Beskow's classic illustrations in a collectable
picture book featuring a unique hand-crafted
design, premium-quality paper, gold foil
signature and a luxurious cloth spine. Create an
Elsa Beskow library by collecting all of the
gorgeous new editions.
Chinese Children's Favorite Stories Mingmei Yip 2020-08-04
Chinese Children's Favorite Stories is a
delightful selection of thirteen Chinese folktales
as retold by author and illustrator Mingmei Yip.
Inspired by her beloved father's nightly storytelling when she was a child, Yip hopes that by
retelling some of these thousand-year-old
Chinese stories she can pass along Chinese
folklore and fables to international readers of all
ages. These beautifully illustrated tales give
children in other countries a glimpse into the
traditions and culture of China, while
emphasizing universal lessons about being kind
and successfully overcoming obstacles. Readers
will encounter many delightful characters—from
an angry dragon to a wise cow—in stories such
as: The Dream of the Butterfly—A sweet tale
about accepting who you are and fully
appreciating the world around you Carp Jumping
Over the Dragon Gate—A popular story about
the rewards of hard work Playing the Qin for the
Water Buffalo—A musical tale that highlights
empathy and understanding And many more!
Recommended for children ages five to ten.
The Apple Cake - Nienke van Hichtum
2021-09-16
An old woman wants to bake an apple cake. She
has everything she needs, except apples. So she
sets off to market, taking a basket of plums to
trade along the way, just in case... This is a
classic story of sharing, trading and caring.
Children will love guessing what the woman will
acquire next, and how, and seeing how her
journey brings her a full circle as her kindness is
repaid.
Bear and Chicken - Jannie Ho 2017-11-14
Humor, a surprise ending, and an unlikely
friendship make Bear and Chicken fall into the
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ranks with Mo Willems and Dev Petty, and the
soup recipe at the end will inspire young chefs to
get into the kitchen and cook! When Bear finds a
chicken frozen in the winter snow, he brings it
home to try to defrost it. As Chicken thaws-um,
awakens-he fears that Bear is actually prepping
to eat him. Oh no! All signs are pointing to a
fateful end for Chicken-being wrapped like a
burrito, chopped basil and veggies sitting on the
counter, the huge pot on the stove that's just the
right size for a chicken to fit inside. It's almost
time for lunch, so Chicken makes a run for it!
But in the end, Chicken learns that perhaps he
too quickly jumped to conclusions. This funny
and clever friendship tale teaches kids that
things are not always as they seem, while
learning a thing or two about making soup with
a friend!
If I Had a Little Dream - Nina Laden
2017-02-07
A Spring 2017 Indie Next Selection Nina Laden’s
warm and lyrical picture book sees and
appreciates through a child’s eyes how fortunate
we are to live in the world we do. Celebrate the
wonder of the world in this reassuring picture
book about the joy, love, and beauty that is part
of each and every day. Our world is full of
possibilities if you look for them.
Peter and Lotta's Christmas - Elsa Beskow
2021-10-07
When Peter and Lotta spend Christmas with
their aunts and uncle, they discover where
presents really come from! A collectable new
edition of the classic Elsa Beskow picture book
about Swedish Christmas traditions, with a cloth
spine.
Emily and Daisy - Elsa Beskow 2009
Bestselling story perfect for fans of the
Moomins, Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary
Barker's Flower Fairies.
Children of the Forest - Elsa Beskow 2005
The children of the forest live deep in the roots
of an old pine tree. They collect wild mushrooms
and blueberries and shelter under toadstools
when it rains. They play with the squirrels and
frogs, and when fall comes, they collect and
prepare food to see them through the long
winter, until the warm spring breeze starts to
blow. A mini gift edition of Elsa Beskow's classic
story.
Aunt Green, Aunt Brown and Aunt Lavender
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- Elsa Beskow 2001
Classic story, perfect for fans of the Moomins,
Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary Barker's Flower
Fairies.
Princess Sylvie - Elsa Beskow 2020-10
Princess Sylvie and her father, the king, leave
the palace gardens for a walk in the woods. Then
Oskar the dog runs off after a long-eared hare
and Sylvie's adventures begin. What will they
find hiding in the forest?This is a delightful story
for young children about exploring new places
and making new friends from the worldrenowned Swedish author--illustrator Elsa
Beskow.This wonderful new edition of Princess
Sylvie faithfully reproduces Beskow's classic
illustrations in a collectable picture book
featuring a unique hand-crafted design,
premium-quality paper, gold foil signature and a
luxurious cloth spine. Create an Elsa Beskow
library by collecting all of the gorgeous new
editions.
The Tale of the Little, Little Old Woman Elsa Beskow 2014
The tale of a little woman and her little cat.
Christopher's Garden - Elsa Beskow 2017-01-19
Bestselling Fall story reminiscent of the
Moomins, Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary
Barker�s Flower Fairies.
The Elsa Beskow Baby Book - 2013-09
With illustrations by Sweden�s Beatrix Potter,
this is more beautiful than your run-of-the mill
baby record book.
Pelle's New Suit - Elsa Beskow 2007-02
A mini gift edition of Elsa Beskow's classic story.
Pelle has a lamb whose coat grows longer and
longer, while Pelle's Sunday suit grows shorter!
Pelle shears the lamb, and the wool is carded,
spun, dyed and woven. Finally, the tailor makes
a new suit for Pelle. This is a wonderful book to
help children understand where their clothes
come from and the traditional craft of working
with wool.
An Elsa Beskow Gift Collection - Elsa Beskow
2018-08-07
Five favourite stories in an exclusive gift set
from Sweden's answer to Beatrix Potter,
combined sales over 265,000.
Peter and Lotta's Adventure - Elsa Beskow
2016-01-08
Bestselling story perfect for fans of the
Moomins, Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary
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Barker�s Flower Fairies
The Elsa Beskow Alphabet Book - Elsa Beskow
2021-11-23
N is for �Nostalgia�! A beautiful alphabet book
filled with letter-inspired illustrations from
Sweden�s Beatrix Potter.
Our Little Adventure Series - Tabitha Paige
2020-10-20
"Follow along with Little Fox as he plans a
surprise picnic for his friend Owl," -The Story of the Snow Children - Sibylle von
Olfers 2022-02
Mini edition of the classic winter tale with art
nouveau illustrations. Perfect for fans of Cicely
Mary Barker's Flower Fairies.
Sonya's Chickens - Phoebe Wahl 2018-01-09
A beautifully told story about love, loss and the
circle of life from Ezra Jack Keats New
Illustrator Award winner Phoebe Wahl. Warm,
nostalgic illustrations capture the earthy feel of
this book about a little girl's chicken who is
stolen by a fox. Sonya raises her three chickens
from the time they are tiny chicks. She feeds
them, shelters them and loves them. Everywhere
Sonya goes, her chicks are peeping at her heels.
Under her care, the chicks grow into hens and
even give Sonya a wonderful gift: an egg! One
night, Sonya hears noises coming from the
chicken coop and discovers that one of her hens
has disappeared. Where did the hen go? What
happened to her? When Sonya discovers the
answers, she learns some important truths about
the interconnectedness of nature and the true
joys and sorrows of caring for another creature.
Woody, Hazel and Little Pip - Elsa Beskow
2010
Mini edition of the bestselling Fall story perfect
for fans of the Moomins, Beatrix Potter and
Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairies
The Story of the Root Children - Sibylle von
Olfers 2021-06-24
Classic nature tale in art nouveau style. Perfect
for fans of Cicely Mary Barker�s Flower Fairies
The Messy Life of Blue - Shawna Railey
2020-06-02
"Readers will laugh out loud, cry, and
commiserate with her every step of the
way....The protagonist is a feisty, mixed-up,
phenomenal delight." Kirkus Reviews "Shawna
Railey has crafted a funny, sensitive, yet
relatable narrative around her title character.
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Anyone who has experienced loss can
understand Blue's attempts to come to terms
with it. A strong debut novel that would be an
excellent recommendation for any reader
looking for books on loss and sibling
relationships." Booklist "Railey's debut is a
touching and humorous tale of family, loss, grief,
and friendship." School Library Journal "A book
for our times."-Betsy Bird for School Library
Journal Eleven-year-old "Blue" Warren is cursed
with three bothersome brothers, a too-busy
father, a recently deceased mother, and she's
annoyed. With humor, hijinks, and heart, this
debut novel is a touching tale of grief and the
healing power of family. Eleven-year-old Beulah
"Blue" Warren spends every waking moment
surrounded by boys: her three brothers, her
father, her best friend, even the family dog, but
that's never stopped her from being her usual
rambunctious self. Grappling with the loss of her
mother, Blue is determined to do what she wants
without fear of consequences. When she is sent
to the principal's office, she gets out of it like a
pro. When the witchy neighbor next door trashes
her yard, Blue doesn't just get even, she gets
ahead. No clean underwear because she hasn't
done the laundry? No worries. That's what her
little brother's Superman underwear is for, isn't
it? But everything changes on the day she
explores the attic and finds her mother's death
certificate. Blue will need to muster all the
strength she has to deal with the truth, find
forgiveness, trust in her father, and grieve for
her mother once and for all.
My First Snow Children - Sibylle von Olfers
2018-09-04
Classic winter tale in art nouveau style. Perfect
for fans of Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairies
."A simple but richly imaginative tale with
exquisite illustrations ... An old-fashioned delight
for new children." - Kirkus Reviews on The Story
of the Snow Children Poppy is watching the
snow fall outside her window when she realises
that the snowflakes are really Snow Children,
dancing and whirling in the garden. The Snow
Children whisk Poppy away to the Snow Queen's
wintry kingdom, where the Princess is having a
party! My First Snow Children is a lively
abridgment of the traditional classic The Story of
the Snow Children . Presented for the first time
as a beautiful board book for very young
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children, it includes all of Sybille von Olfer's
original art-nouveau illustrations,
sympathetically adapted to fit the new format.A
perfect story for wintry nights, this charming
tale of magic and imagination is filled with
sparkle and dancing snowmen.
Tales of the Mushroom Folk - Signe Aspelin
2021-06-24
Beautiful new edition of this charming nature
story for fans of Elsa Beskow and Sibylle von
Olfers.
Twig - Elizabeth Orton Jones 2001-10-01
After she is made tiny by magic, Twig finds
friendship and adventure with Elf, the Fairy
Queen, and the Sparrow family.
Rosalind and the Little Deer - Elsa Beskow
2021-03-24
Rosalind loves to play with her little deer in the
shade of the lime tree. Then one day a hunter
comes along with his dog and frightens the deer
away. The poor little deer is captured by a king
and kept in a golden cage. Can Rosalind
persuade the king to part with his pet and set
the little deer free?This is a delightful story for
young children from the world-renowned
Swedish author--illustrator Elsa Beskow.This
wonderful new edition of Rosalind and the Little
Deer faithfully reproduces Beskow's classic
illustrations in a collectable picture book
featuring a unique hand-crafted design,
premium-quality paper, gold foil signature and a
luxurious cloth spine. Create an Elsa Beskow
library by collecting all of the gorgeous new
editions.
The Complete Tales - Beatrix Potter 2002
This collection of all twenty-three of Potter's
famous tales contains such favorites as "Squirrel
Nutkin," "Peter Rabbit," and "Mrs. TiggyWinkle."
Great Swedish Fairy Tales - Elsa Olenius 1973
Twenty-one Swedish fairy tales accompanied by
John Bauer's paintings and drawings that
originally illustrated them.
Around the Year - Elsa Beskow 2008
With verses and pictures, Elsa Beskow takes us
through the months of the year.
The World of Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter 2011
Ollie's Ski Trip - Elsa Beskow 2023-02-14
Ollie begins a snowy adventure on his first pair
of real skis in this collectable new edition of the
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classic picture book from world-renowned
Swedish author--illustrator Elsa Beskow. Finally,
the woods are blanketed in snow and Ollie sets
off for a day of fun, where he meets cheerful
Jack Frost and troublesome Mrs Thaw and visits
King Winter's palace. Ollie has a wonderful time
skiing, skating and having a huge snowball fight
until it's time to go home. How long will Ollie's
winter fun last before Mrs Thaw comes again?
This is a delightful snowy story for young
children about embracing seasonal change from
Elsa Beskow, the Beatrix Potter of Sweden. This
collectable picture book features a unique handcrafted design, premium-quality paper, gold foil
signature and a luxurious cloth spine. Create an
Elsa Beskow library by collecting all of the
gorgeous new editions.
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The Complete Brambly Hedge - Jill Barklem
2011-10-27
The mice of Brambly Hedge made their first
appearance in 1980 when the four seasonal
stories were published. Ever since, readers have
loved exploring the miniature world of the
hedgerow and meeting the families that live
there.In this collection the mice have many
adventures, but they always have time for fun
and relaxation too. Whatever the season, and
whether they are by the sea, in the High Hills, or
simply at home by the fire, there is always
someone ready to lend a helping hand.Ages:
Aunt Brown's Birthday - Elsa Beskow 2003
Classic story, perfect for fans of the Moomins,
Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary Barker's Flower
Fairies.
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